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Determining what is Foreign:

• **BF 1.15.2** Foreign Material. For the purposes of agencies and transcribers working with codes of the Braille Authority of North America, any language other than modern English is considered a foreign language. This includes Old English, and Middle English, as well as transliterated or Romanized forms of languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Greek, Hebrew, Japanese, and Russian.

• **FL 2002 1.1a** Foreign language. For the purposes of agencies and braillists working with official braille codes provided by the Braille Authority of North America (BANA), any language other than modern English must be considered foreign.

• **UEB 13.1.1** A foreign language is any natural or artificial language in use now or in the past other than English. It may be written in Roman or non-Roman script. Any form of English transliterated in non-Roman script is also to be treated as foreign.
There are three categories with their relative sub-categories of usage when dealing with foreign words in UEB:

1) Foreign words in English context where language is not expected to be known  
   a) Modifiers

2) Foreign words in English context where language is expected to be known (or currently learning)  
   a) Foreign code signs  
      b) Code Switch Indicators

3) Entirely foreign text  
   a) Contractions  
      b) Punctuation  
      c) French code—Antoine numbering system or Louis Braille Numbers
**UEB 13.5.1** Use UEB signs to represent accented letters, punctuation or Greek letters where it is judged likely that most readers will be unfamiliar with the foreign code signs, and where the nature of the material does not create a reasonable expectation that they should learn them. UEB signs should therefore be used:

- For occasional foreign words and phrases occurring in English context;
- For longer foreign passages such as conversation occurring in English novels or in other English works regarded as primarily for leisure reading.

*Refer to:* Section 4, Letters and their modifiers, for the complete list of UEB signs for accents and Greek letters.
Again, similarities are:

- **UEB 4.2.1** Place a modifier before the letter it modifies in braille, irrespective of whether it appears above, below or overlaying the letter(s) in print.
- **BF 1.15.3** A contraction is not used when an accented letter is part of a contraction.
- **UEB 4.2.4** A modified letter may not form part of a contraction.

**Examples:**

blessèd \( \ddot{b} \ddot{e} \ddot{s} \ddot{e} \ddot{d} \)

Löwenthal \( \ddot{l} \ddot{o} \ddot{w} \ddot{e} \ddot{n} \ddot{t} \ddot{a} \ddot{l} \)

- Does not meet any FL requirements according to **BF2011 1.15.4**; so contracted with modified letter
- **BF2011 1.15.3** Foreign language words or phrases within an English language paragraph are contracted as though they are English. Use the dot 4 accent indicator (Appropriate MODIFIER) for accented letters.
The word “demonstrate” comes from the Latin **demonstrare**.

- **Bold UEB 9.1.2** Typeform indicators are considered necessary in braille when the print change in typeform is significant because it indicates emphasis or shows distinction, e.g. foreign words in English text, …
  - **UEB 13.1.2** … Attention should be paid to typography, since italics or (less frequently) bold or quotation marks are often used to distinguish words regarded as foreign from those regarded as anglicised.
- **UEB 13.2.1** Except as provided for in the note below, do not use contractions in words, phrases or passages which are regarded as foreign, including any English words within the expression.
  - Note: It is permissible to disregard this rule provided that there are appropriate braille authority policies and guidelines in place which transcribers in your country are expected to follow to ensure that ambiguity is avoided.
The *foih-chai*, the trains, tugged freight cars that banged together like thunder.

Therese is very *chic*.

—¡Qué idea más buena!—exclaimed Pedro's mother.

- Conversational open dash (6, 36)
- Italic passage indicator (46, 2356)
- **UEB 13.5 Using UEB signs**: opening inverted exclamation mark
- Modi
- **fier 4.2**: acute accents for both letters e and a (45, 34)
- Note closing exclamation mark is the same
- Italic terminator (46, 3)
  
  … remember that hyphens join words and word parts together and dashes separate thoughts or ideas.

- **UEB 7.2.1** Follow print for spacing of the dash.
Category 2 requires the student to have a sufficient knowledge of or be learning the language, which then requires foreign code signs.

- **BF 1.15.4** Foreign Language Guidelines for Braille Transcription apply when a complete section, story, poem, etc. is in a foreign language. (Including instructional texts as defined by 1.15.1). This portion of text is uncontracted, and the appropriate foreign accented letters and punctuation marks are used.

- **UEB 13.6.1** Use foreign code signs in the representation of foreign language material where there is substantial occurrence of the foreign language, as in:
  - grammars and other instructional materials,
  - English commentaries on foreign works for study,
  - bilingual texts (whether set out in parallel or consecutively) such as official forms, opera libretti and other translations, and
  - any situation where significant knowledge of the foreign language is presupposed or being taught.
Refer to: the most recent edition of World Braille Usage which lists by country signs used in categories (1) [foreign code signs] (3) [foreign punctuation indicative to the country].

FL 2002 1.3b
• b. Predominantly foreign text with some English. (Paraphrase: Contract sections occurring in English, manage the rest as stated in part a.)
• FL 2002 1.3c (1) With a Single Foreign Language. Transcribe the English material in such texts in contracted English braille. Foreign material in such texts is transcribed in uncontracted braille, using the appropriate foreign alphabet symbols. (foreign code signs)

DO NOT:
• Use a UEB sign that conflicts with an element in the foreign code 13.6.4
• Mix foreign code signs and the equivalent UEB signs for the same language in the same book. 13.6.4

Examples:
Answer the following questions using «il y a ... (que), ça fait ... (que), depuis» (sometimes there are several possibilities).

Il y a combien de temps que tu vas dans ce collège? (deux ans)

• Contracted braille for English
• Opening italic passage indicator (46, 2356)
• Opening and closing Italian quote, Ellipsis, open and close parenthesis **UEB 7: Punctuation**
• All French code signs are appropriated for **UEB, FL 2002, BF 2011**
Make the certified cheque or money order *(for Licence Renewal Fee only)* payable to the Minister of Finance.

Libellez le chèque certifié ou le mandat *(concernant le droit de renouvellement du permis seulement)* à l'ordre du minister des Finances.

- Sentence in English done according to UEB (contracted, italics open and close in order)
- French code signs utilized throughout **UEB 13.6, 13.6.2, 13.6.4; FL 2002 1.3b; BF2011 1.15; CBFU 2008**
- Open and close parentheses—Here, it’s (2356). According to **WBU 2013** page 181 its (236) open and (356) close; and according to the **CBFU 2008**, as shown below:
- French opening italic passage indicator (25, 456)—**UEB 13, CBFU 2008** pg. 23
- French closing italic passage indicator (456)—**UEB 13; CBFU 2008** pg. 45

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2-3-5-6)</th>
<th>guillemet ouvrant ou fermant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2-3-6)</td>
<td>parenthèse ouvrante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3-5)</td>
<td>indicateur de fin de mise en évidence à l’intérieur d’un mot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3-5-6)</td>
<td>parenthèse fermante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, comma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; semicolon</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: colon</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. period, full stop</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>? question mark</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>! exclamation</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ apostrophe, guide dot</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;…&quot;, «…», “…”, ‘…’ quote</td>
<td>2356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(…) parentheses</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…] brackets</td>
<td>45, 236...356, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- dash, guide dash</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* asterisk</td>
<td>5, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ slash</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capital</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number sign before “Louis Braille” figures</td>
<td>3456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general emphasis indicator</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd level emphasis indicator inside word</td>
<td>26...35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2-15 ¿Cuál es el resultado?
    Roberto is trying to explain how he and some of his friends are feeling given their particular circumstances. Read the clues and help him complete the description.

**Moderno**
    Tú no tienes (have) tarea esta noche.
    *Estás contento.*

¿Qué es el resultado?
    Roberto is trying to explain how he and some of his friends are feeling given their particular circumstances. Read the clues and help him complete the description.

**Moderno**
    Tú no tienes (have) tarea esta noche.
    *Estás contento.*
• Number indicator repeated after hyphen **UEB 6.3.1**
• Directions given in English and contracted as such—**FL 2002 1.3.3a**; **BF2011 1.15.4**
• Blank line before and after Modelo—**BF2011 10.8.3**; **FL 2002 9.3b**
• Retain bold on Modelo—**BF2011 10.8.1**
• Sentences following in same format as exercises.—**BF2011 10.8.4**; **FL 2002 9.3b(2)**
• *Have* retains italics and is contracted—**UEB 2.3.1** Follow print when transcribing into braille, including accents, punctuation, and capitalization. **FL2002 1.3c(1)**

  **NOTE:** Normally we would not use italics due to the enclosures being sufficient
• Follow print in last example sentence, using the italic word indicator (46, 3) Typeform
• Spanish code signs utilized—**WBU 2013 pg. 201**

**UEB 13.7 Code Switch Indicators** (useful in many texts, especially instructional)
• **UEB 13.7.1** Code switch indicators are used to enclose non-UEB material, in this case material using foreign code signs. **Do not use UEB signs within code switch indicators.**
  • **UEB 13.7.2** When the nature and extent of the enclosed material can be clearly deduced from formatting or other contextual considerations, as when parallel texts in English and another language are set out in tabular form or when the foreign language is identified by a change of typeface, then code switch indicators may be omitted.
• **UEB 14.2.1** When a text is to be read in hardcopy braille, do not use code switching indicators when the nature and extent of the non-UEB text can be determined by the context or format.
The unemphatic forms, μου, μοι, με, are enclitic.

• Code switch indicators used to enclose the Greek—UEB 13.7.1; 14.2.4 (Use code switching indicators when the non-UEB braille would be ambiguous and when the nature and extent of the non-UEB text cannot be determined by the context or format.

• UEB 14.3.2 Use non-UEB passage indicators when there are three or more symbols-sequences in the non-UEB braille code. The effect of a non-UEB passage indicator continues until the closing non-UEB passage indicator. Open (5, 12356, 3) Close (6, 5, 23456)
2-8 ¿Dónde están?
Susana missed every question on a recent quiz because she confused the verb ser with estar. Now, Professor González has asked her to correct her mistakes by doing the quiz over again. Help out Susana by writing in the appropriate forms of the verb estar.

• Repeat Number indicator after hyphen—UEB 6.3.1
• Use appropriate Spanish code signs UEB 13.6; BF2011 1.15.4; FL 2002 1.3c(1)
• Contractions used within directions except for Spanish verbs and González—UEB 13.6.3, 13.6.4 … Also do not mix foreign code signs and the equivalent UEB signs for the same language in the same book.
  • Verbs uncontracted according to UEB 13.2.1; BF2011 1.15.4; FL 2002 1.3
• González utilizes a word code switch indicator **UB 14.3.1** Place the non-UEB word indicator immediately preceding the symbols-sequence to which it applies. Its effect is terminated by the next space or by the next non-UEB word terminator.

• Retain bold throughout—**UB 13.1.2; 2.3.1; FL 2002 3.3.1b; BF2011 5.1.7a**

• **UB 13.7.3** If the main body of text is in a foreign language with occasional words or passages of English interspersed, e.g. by way of commentary or explanation, it is recommended that the function of the code switch indicators should be reversed, so that they enclose the UEB material. Explain this reversal in a transcriber’s note.

[French :]
Souvent précédé d'une conjonction de subordination telle que "quand", "dès que" (immediately), "aussitôt que".

[SOUVENT PRÉCÉDÉ D'UNE CONJONCTION DE SUBORDINATION TELLE QUE "QUAND", "DÈS QUE", "AUSSITÔT QUE".]

• French code signs and capital indicator—**UB Section 13; CBFU 2008; WBU 2013**
• English utilizes code switch indicators—**UB 13.7.3** above
RECAP: Until now we have been reviewing how to use:

1) Modifiers in place of the non-existent dot 4;

**UEB 13.4.1** There are two ways to represent accented letters in braille within a UEB context:
- by means of UEB signs for modifiers (13.5), …
- Hybridisation of these two methods is to be avoided since UEB symbols and foreign code signs are different and may conflict
- **13.2.1** … do not use contractions in words, phrases or passages which are regarded as foreign … and **4.2.4** A modified letter may not form part of a contraction.
- **13.5.3** When UEB signs are used, do not use code switch indicators.
- **13.5.1** Use UEB signs to represent accented letters, punctuation or Greek letters where it is likely that most readers will be unfamiliar with the foreign code signs, and where the nature of the material does not create a reasonable expectation that they should learn them.

2) Using Foreign Code Signs **13.6**

**UEB 13.4.1** Represented accented letters by means of foreign code signs (13.6).
- **13.6.1** Use foreign code signs in the representation of foreign language material where there is substantial occurrence of the foreign language …
- **13.6.4** Do not use a UEB sign that conflicts with an element in the foreign code. Also do not mix foreign code signs and the equivalent UEB signs for the same language in the same book.
• 13.7.2 When the nature and extent of the enclosed material can be clearly deduced from formatting or other contextual considerations, as when parallel texts in English and another language are set out in tubular form or when the foreign language is identified by a change of typeface, then code switch indicators may be omitted.

• 13.7.1 Code switch indicators are used to enclose non-UEB material, in this case material using foreign code signs. Do not use UEB signs within code switch indicators.

• 14.2.5 When code switching indicators with identifiers are used, explain them either on a special symbols page or in a transcriber’s note positioned before the affected material. [See 14.3.3]

Category 3 involves using foreign code signs, punctuation, and possibly contractions for an entirely foreign text. This applies, as interpreted and rendered by *World Braille Usage Third Edition 2013; Using the Braille Spanish Code*, Produced by RNIB on behalf of VIEW Modern Foreign Languages Curriculum Group; UKAAF *Transcribing Foreign Language Material in UEB, Rules of Unified English Braille 2013*.

**UEB 13.6.2** In a foreign language braille code, it is possible to have six categories of sign:

1. Signs representing the basic elements of the script (whether alphabet, syllabary, or other);
2. Signs representing accents (including indicators of breathing, tone, stress or quantity);
3. Punctuation signs and indicators;
Refer to: The most recent edition of World Braille Usage which lists by country signs used in categories (1) to (3).

13.6.3 When foreign code signs are used, do not use UEB contractions.
13.6.4 When using foreign code signs for basic elements of script and/or for accents, that is, categories (1) and (2) above, it is permissible though not required to use the foreign code signs for any of the other categories. (Hence the references to the publications and the “Methods” with examples including UEB; i.e., the French capital indicator.)
13.6.5 List all foreign code signs used on a preliminary page.
13.6.6 Use foreign code contractions, i.e. category (6) above, only for a language written in Roman script which is also one of the official languages of the country from which the document originates or for which it is requested. However, in no case is the use of foreign code contractions mandatory.

FL 1.3a. Entirely Foreign Text. Transcribe such texts using uncontracted braille and the appropriate foreign alphabet symbols (foreign code signs) as provided in Sections 13 and 14. (World Braille Usage, Third Edition, 2013)
Spain

Languages: Spanish (uncontracted), Catalan (uncontracted), Galician (uncontracted), Basque (uncontracted)

Braille Standards Set by:
Organización Nacional de Ciegos Españoles (ONCE) [The National Organization of the Blind]
www.once.es

Literary Notation:
*Gulas de la Comisión Braille Española: Signografía básica*, Primera edición, Madrid 2005

Mathematics Notation:

Science Notation:
*Gulas de la Comisión Braille Española: Química lineal*, Primera edición, Madrid 2006
*Signografía para la representación en braille de expresiones bidimensionales de química*, 2012
*Gulas de la Comisión Braille Española: Signografía general para la representación braille de símbolos electrónicos, circuitos y electricidad*, Primera edición, Madrid 2008

Music Notation:

Linguistics Notation:

Chess Notation:

Graphics:
*Requisitos técnicos para la confección de planos accesibles a personas con discapacidad visual*, 2012

Spanish Alphabet: See *Spanish*, page 201
Catalan Alphabet: See *Catalan*, page 172
Germany

Language: German (three contraction grades)
Basischrift: no contractions; very rarely used.
Vollschrift: eight simple contractions for common vowel and consonant groups (publications for younger school children and signage)
Kurzschrift: contracted (publications for adults and older schoolchildren)

Braille Standards Set by:
Authority of the German-Speaking Countries (Brailleschriftkomitee der deutschsprachige, BSKDL)

Literary Notation:
Das System der deutschen Blindenschrift, 2005

Mathematics and Science Notation: (under revision)
Mathematikschrift für Blinde, 2000
Neufassung und Vervollständigung des Systems der internationalen Mathematikschrift für Blinde, 1986 (braille) and 1992 (print)
For use with computers and 8-dot hardcopy braille: various derivatives and adaptations of LaTeX

Computer Notation:

Chemistry Notation:
Das System der Chemieschrift in der deutschen Blindenschrift, 2005

Music Notation:
New International Manual of Braille Music Notation (German translation)

Chess Notation:
Schachschrift für Blinde, 2004

Shorthand Notation:
System der deutschen 6-Punkt-Stenografie für Blinde, 2002

IPA Braille:
Weltlauteschrift für Blinde, 1938, reprinted 2010
Considering adoption of the code used in Unified English Braille with minimal adaptions for the German braille code

Ancient and New Testament Greek:
Internationale griechische Blindenschrift, 1939

All Other Languages:
Uncontracted codes of the languages are used. English is occasionally contracted.

German Alphabet: See German, page 182
Spanish Signs, Punctuation, and Contractions

There are only two contractions:

- Æ: diphthong (where the “a” and “e” are written out separately in print, you should do the same.)
- LL: only in words where it is pronounced as “y”. If it is pronounced as “l”, the “ll” should remain uncontracted.

World Braille Usage 2013 pgs. 201-202 has Spanish letters and punctuation.

SPECIAL SYMBOLS USED IN THIS VOLUME

SPANISH CODE SIGNS

:: : ; A-ACUTE
:: ; ; E-ACUTE
:: ; ; I-ACUTE
:: ; N-TILDE
:: ; ; O-ACUTE
:: ; U-ACUTE
:: U-DIAERESIS
Dash and hyphen are the same. *World Braille Usage 2013* pg. 201

**UEB 3.13.1** When a dot locator for “mention” is used, do not list the dot numbers of the braille symbol.

Examples:

(from *El Nuevo Houdini past tense version Capítulo 2*)
Capítulo 2
¡Adiós!

A las cinco de la mañana, los padres de Brandon entraron al dormitorio de Brandon para decirle "Adiós". Su madre le dijo:
--Brandon...
Brandon dormía y no le respondió.
--Brandon...nos vamos.
Brandon no le respondió y su madre tocó la cama. Brandon continuó durmiendo. Entonces, su
Me llamo Melissa.
French Signs


---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>French code signs</code></td>
<td><code>La :: circumflex</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>La :: grave</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Sc :: cedilla</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: acute</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: circumflex</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: diaeresis</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: grave</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: circumflex</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: diaeresis</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: circumflex</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: diaeresis</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: circumflex</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: diaeresis</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: le ligature</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: circumflex</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>::</code></td>
<td><code>Le :: grave</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
À cette époque --juin 2001-- fut signé un Accord de coopération à Casablanca.

- Capital indicators used throughout– (46)
- Dash, guide dash– (36) **WBU 2013** page. 181
- Antoine numbering using mathematical modifier

Examples:
*(the next 5 are from *Première partie Le code braille de base 2008*)
(Tid bit : Notation Antoine: writing numbers and arithmetic signs of borrowed base; the mathematical braille notation- document originally published in France in 1971 and revised in 2007.
Louis Braille notation: writing the digits following the representation defined in originally by Louis Braille. Tirets, dashes or hyphens are spaced as in print.

le chien  LE CHIEN

la Vingt-cinquième heure  LA VINGT-CINQUIÈME HEURE

les travailleurs de la mer  LES TRAVAILLEURS DE LA MER

- General emphasis indicator: (456)
- General emphasis indicator placed before capital indicator; each word indicted as its 3 words or less
- Begin French passage indicator (25, 456), ending french passage indicator (456) [UEB Section 13, Code braille français uniformisé pour la transcription des textes imprimés 2.2c) NOTE: the end passage indicator is placed before the last word in the passage; contrary to UEB ordering
« Si j'étais roi [...] qu'est-ce que je ferais, qu'est-ce que je penserais, comment est-ce que j'agirais? » [Guy de Maupassant, Pierre et Jean et autres récits]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German Code Signs</th>
<th>Vollserift Contractions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ß</td>
<td>ß</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ö</td>
<td>Ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ü</td>
<td>Ü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Æ</td>
<td>Æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ä</td>
<td>Ä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Æ</td>
<td>Æ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: from *Das System der deutschen Blindenschrift 2005* Section 2.6

In German, capitalization is basically dispensed with. With these exceptions:
- In legal writing
- In dictionaries
- Unique abbreviations
- Symbols for dimensions, weights, and other engineering units Units of currency
Examples:

Bäume  Bäume
Baum  baum
Statistik  Statistik

• Die Vollschirft (contractions)

Sie hat sich immer bemüht, doch gegen Dummheit kämpfen
selbst Göttinnen vergebens:

SIE HAT SICH IMMER BEMÜHT, DOCH GEGEN DUMMHEIT Kämpfen
SELBST GÖTTINNEN VERGEBENS:

• Italics indicator (456); WBU 2013 top of page 183
• Italics indicator for passage [three or more words] (456, 456); end passage (6, 3); full stop (3); Das System der deutschen Blindenschrift 2005 Section 2.7 pgs. 34-35
Es ist nur ein Gedankenspiel:

Es ist nur ein Gedankenspiel:

- Beginning italics inside a word (6, 456); **German Braille Code 2.7**
- Ending attribution—space or full stop (3); **WBU 2013 pg. 182**
- No contractions may form part of the italicised word; **BF2011 5.8.1b**

**WordStar**  WORDSTAR

**McDouglas**  :MC:DOUGLAS

- Capital indicator utilized (46); **German Braille Code 2.6; WBU 2013 top of pg. 183**

**DER FRIEDENSVERTRAG VON VERSAILLES:**

DER FRIEDENSVERTRAG VON VERSAILLES:

- When there are two situations, use begin (45, 45) and terminate with (6, 3); full stop (3) [2.7 of German Braille Code]
Resources

3. *NBA Interim Manual for Foreign Language Braille Transcribing 2002*
4. *Braille Formats Principles of Print-to-Braille Transcription, 2011*
5. *Das System der deutschen Blindenschrift 2005*
6. *Première partie Le code braille de base 2008*
7. *Guías de la Comisión Braille Española Signografía básica* Primera edición, Madrid 2005